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Abstract
This paper presents some results from an in-depth analysis of the phenomenon of
variation in weak object pronoun placement in Later Medieval Greek, focusing on
the language-internal parameters that affect the variation. The findings reveal a
complex pattern of variation that cannot be fully understood at this stage, and
pose interesting questions for further investigation.
1 Introduction
As has already been demonstrated in Pappas (2000, 2001) the pattern of weak
object pronoun placement variation in Later Medieval Greek (12th to the 16th century) is a
complex phenomenon. Following the Pappas (2000, vol. 54 in this series) discussion of
the different effect that / / ‘not’ and
/
/ ‘if not’ have on the position of the
pronoun (postverbal and preverbal, respectively), the present article is a detailed
discussion of several intralinguistic parameters that appear to affect pronoun placement
based on the in-depth analysis of the phenomenon presented in Pappas (forthcoming). It
will be shown that, contrary to the standard opinion (Mackridge 1993, 1995, Janse 1994,
PAPPAS, PANAYIOTIS A. 2001. Weak Object Pronoun Placement in Later Medieval Greek: Intralinguistic
Parameters Affecting Variation. OSUWPL 56, 79--106.
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1998, Janssen 1998, Horrocks 1997), neither emphasis on the element immediately
preceding the verb-pronoun complex, nor the distinction between a focus element and a
topic element determine pronoun position with respect to the verb. Furthermore, it is
revealed for the first time that in a particular subset of constructions, namely in those
cases known as ‘doubling pronoun’ constructions, the pattern of pronoun placement is
markedly different when the ‘doubled’ element is the adjective
/olos/ ‘all’. Finally,
the very intricate matter of pronoun placement with verb-forms other than the indicative
and the subjunctive (i.e., the infinitive, the gerund, and the imperative) is examined in
detail for the first time, and it is suggested that already in Later Medieval Greek, the
imperative patterns more like the gerund than like the indicative, as is the case for
Standard Modern Greek.
2 The database
The results presented here were based on the analysis of roughly 8,000 tokens of
weak object pronoun placement. The tokens were collected from 27 texts which
according to most philologists (cf. Beck 1993, Horrocks 1997) are the best representation
of the vernacular of the period. In those cases where more than one manuscript exists for
a particular text, only the one that is considered the closest to the original composition
was used. When possible, approximately 1500 consecutive lines of text where extracted,
and the tokens were manually listed and then coded according to the element that
immediately precedes the verb-pronoun (or pronoun-verb) complex, in essence following
Mackridge’s 1993 categorization of environments.
For the statistical analysis, the JMP 3.2.1 software for Macintosh was used to
perform OneWay Anovas. Since the number of observations varies greatly from text to
text, the only way the Anova can be successfully carried out is if these observations are
transformed into scores that show normal distribution and have constant variance. To do
this, I calculated the percentage that each one of these observations (e.g. number of
postverbal tokens) constitutes over the total amount (number of postverbal+ number of
preverbal) and then took the arcsin value of that percentage value. This is standard
practice in statistics, and the transformation is known as the arcsin transformation.
(Woods et al. 1983: 220). In this fashion a score ranging from 0 to 1.57... was entered
for each text; if a particular construction did not occur at all in the text, that entry was left
blank. These then are the numerical values for which a OneWay Anova was carried out.
In the graphs, the x axis lists the factors which are compared, while the y axis runs
from 0 to 1.57 (the arcsin score). The dark squares represent where a particular text
scores; larger squares indicate a score for multiple texts. According to the manual of the
JMP software, the diamond-shaped figures are a schematic representation of the mean
and standard error for each sample group. The line across the diamond represents the
mean of the sample group, while the height of the diamond represents the 95% interval of
confidence for each group. The tables labeled Tukey-Kramer HSD are the results of a
test sized for all differences among means. As indicated at the bottom of each table, if
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the number in a cell is positive that means that the difference between the two factors that
make up the cell is significant.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Differentiation within the factor ‘reduplicated object’
As was mentioned in the introduction, the presence of the adjective
affects
the pattern of variation associated with the ‘doubling pronoun’ construction1. This is a
construction in which an object of the verb has a co-referent weak pronoun. The weak
pronoun can co-refer either with a direct object (example (1)) or with an indirect object
(example (2)).
(1)
the-Acc sg
crown-Acc sg
‘The crown, he takes it’ (Belisarios, 42).

takes-3 Pres sg

it-DO sg WP

(2)
the three hundred-Acc pl

leave-1 Pres sg

you-IO pl WP

from
one-Gen sg
horse-Gen sg
‘To the three-hundred, I leave you each a horse’ (Digenes, 1759).
According to Mackridge (1993: 340) in these circumstances the order verb +
pronoun is “more or less obligatory”. However, as can be seen in Figure 3, in Appendix
B, the pattern of pronoun placement that associated with ‘doubling pronoun’
constructions is significantly different from the pattern associated with other factors
which Mackridge has also listed under the “more or less obligatory” category2. A closer
examination of the data reveals that in most of the instances in which the ‘doubling
pronoun’ appears preverbally, the doubled element is some form of the adjective
.
Of the 118 tokens of the doubling pronoun construction there are 38 in which the element
immediately preceding is a form of the adjective
. Of these 38, 24 show preverbal
placement and 14 postverbal placement. If we exclude these tokens from the category of
pronoun, there are 65 examples with postverbal placement and 15 examples showing
preverbal placement (cf. Appendix A). This new pattern of variation, as it turns out is not

1

This construction is usually referred to as ‘clitic doubling’. The term, however, makes crucial
assumptions about the nature of these elements, which are not justified for LMG. Thus the theory neutral
term ‘weak object pronoun’ is used.
2
For an in-depth analysis of Mackridge’s article, and a thorough description of all aspects of the variation
see Pappas (forthcoming).
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significantly different from the patterns of variation for the other factors identified under
Rule(1)3, as can be seen in Appendix B.
It is only natural to wonder why the adjective
should be associated with a
pattern of pronoun placement that is the inverse of what we expect for the doubling
pronoun construction. One possibility comes from the fact that the same adjective could
take a weak pronoun as an argument in a partitive construction. Thus we find in texts
examples such as the following:
(3)
all-Nom sg
they-PS pl WP
‘all of them hear it’ (Rimada, 642).

she-DO pl WP

listen-3pl Pres

In this case it is evident, not only from the accent markings, but also from the
context, that
is not an argument of the verb but of the adjective with a partitive
sense. The sentence can be translated as ‘All of them listen to it’.
However, in a sentence like example (4), we know that the weak pronoun is an
argument of the adjective and give the translation ‘and he defeated them all’ (Rimada,
322) only because there is no accent on
. The alternative interpretation, though,
namely that
is an argument of the verb, with a translation ‘and all, he defeated them’
is also possible. In fact, there is no reason to believe that this type of construction would
be any clearer for listeners of LMG than for contemporary speakers, since the only
disambiguating factor would have been the constraint that pronouns must follow the verb.
It seems likely then, that, in sentences such as these,
may have become ambiguous.
It could be either a partitive pronoun qualifying the adjective or an argument of the verb.
(4)
and

all-Acc pl

they-PS pl WP

win-3sg Past

The crucial aspect of this ambiguity is that the partitive pronoun is of the same
gender, number and case as the adjective, as indeed would have been the case for a weak
object pronoun. Thus, the shift to constructions with
in which the pronoun is placed
preverbally was most probably based on a four-part analogy, essentially a process in
which the speaker/hearer extracted a pattern of matching gender/number/case marking in
both the adjective and the pronoun based on the reanalyzed partitive construction (see
Figure 1). This yielded constructions such as example (4) above and example (5), in
which the ‘doubling pronoun’ appears preverbally.
3

The negative adverb was excluded from this test since it is associated with categorical postverbal
placement (see Pappas 2000 and Pappas (forthcoming) for a discussion of pronoun placement associated
with ).
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(5)
all-Acc pl
she-DO sg WP
know-2sg Pres
‘you know her completely’ (Gioustos, 184).
:
::
:
X
X
=
Figure 1: Four-part analogy schema for the change in pronoun placement in
construction.
3.2 The effect of emphasis on pronoun placement
Emphasis is an intralinguistic factor that Mackridge (1993) identifies as affecting
the variation of pronoun placement. For him, the difference in pronoun placement
between ‘object/adverb’4, ‘subject’, and ‘temporal expression’5 is based on the fact that
these elements are differently emphasized. His reasoning works as follows: the canonical
word order of Later Medieval Greek is SVO, where the subject is covert more often than
not. Thus, when an object (or adverb) (example (6)) is fronted it receives special
emphasis which allows it to “attract” the pronoun to the preverbal position. Subjects are
in a canonical position when they precede the verb and this “…does not necessarily result
in its being specially emphasized” (Mackridge 1993: 320), which results in a less robust
pattern of preverbal placement associated with preceding subjects. Finally, temporal
expressions (example (7)) “…are not normally emphatic in themselves, but tend instead
to place emphasis on the following verb…” (ibid: 322), which according to Mackridge
weakens the preverbal placement pattern even more.
(6)
message-Acc sg he-IO sg WP
give-1sg Past
‘I gave him a message’ (Poulologos, 576)
(7)
again
break up-2sg Pres
‘again you break them up’ (Poulologos, 395)
4

they-DO pl WP

In this study preverbal objects, non-temporal adverbs and prepositional phrases are grouped together
under the label ‘fronted constituent’ (see Figure 4 in appendix B).
5
Mackridge uses the term ‘temporal adverb’ and refers to a few specific lexical items, namely,
/
/ ‘again’,
/
/ ‘immediately’,
/
/ ‘then’, and
/
/ ‘always’. Here, however,
the category has been expanded to include all temporal expressions.
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The first problem with Mackridge’s account is empirical. As can be seen in
Figure 4 of appendix B, there is no significant difference between the factors ‘subject’
and ‘temporal expression’, and thus we should be looking for ways to explain their
similarity not their difference. Moreover, Mackridge’s line of reasoning itself is
problematic in several ways. To begin with, the argument is circular. While he asserts
that it is the emphasized status of fronted objects that “attracts” the pronoun to the
preverbal position at the beginning of his analysis, he then interprets the fact of “freer”
placement in the case of temporal expressions as an indication that they are not as
emphatic as fronted objects, thus explaining the difference in pronoun placement between
‘temporal expression’ and ‘object’. Secondly, in order for the ‘attraction’ mechanism to
work, the ‘attracting’ element (whether subject, object, or adverb) would have to be a
phonological host for the pronoun6, which is impossible. The pattern of secondary stress
accents in LMG (essentially the same as SMG) clearly indicates that the verb is the only
available phonological host for the pronoun, and it is difficult to justify how another
element which does not bind the pronoun would affect its position. In a similar vein
Wanner (1981b: 200) criticizes the use of the term attraction (attraccâo) by prescriptivist
grammarians in Portuguese; they too employed this vague term as an explanation of
variation between preverbal and postverbal placement of ‘clitic’ pronouns. Wanner
writes:
Attributing proclisis to the presence of particular words is satisfactory only
in a framework which does not recognize linguistic structure beyond the
level of abstractness of the word, i.e., the typical prescriptive grammar
tradition; in addition, it is a confusion of cause and effect.
Finally, if emphasis does indeed ‘attract’ the pronoun to the preverbal position,
full pronoun subjects should be associated with near categorical preverbal placement of
the weak pronoun (cf. example (8)). This is expected because, as in any (so-called)
‘empty subject’ or ‘pro-drop’ language, full pronoun subjects in Later Medieval Greek
should be an indication that there is emphasis placed on the subject—see Haberland and
van der Auwera (1993). According to Mackridge’s hypothesis that emphasis is
associated with preverbal placement, one would expect pronoun placement when the
immediately preceding subject is a full pronoun to be significantly more preverbal than
the pattern of pronoun placement when the immediately preceding subject is a noun
phrase. However, the comparison test between the two patterns shows that there is no
significant difference between them (cf. Appendix B).
(8)
another-Nom sg

kiss-3sg Pres

Rel. prn-Acc sg

love-1sg Pres

and

I-Nom sg

to be deprived-1sg Pres

she-DO sg WP

6

The necessity of this can be seen in Halpern’s (1996) treatment of Bulgarian clitics, in which he assumes
that they are uniformly enclitic, despite evidence (Ewen 1979) that they may be at times proclitic.
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‘Another man kisses the one I love and I am deprived of her’ (Katalogia, 434).
Thus, the emphatic status of the element preceding the verb complex does not
seem to affect the placement of the pronoun.
3.3. Topic vs. Focus.
The possibility that discourse constraints may affect the placement of the
pronoun, especially in cases where a subject immediately precedes the verb-pronoun
complex, has been brought up by Janse in two papers (1994, 1998). There Janse claims
that in Cappadocian Greek (which also shows variation between preverbal and postverbal
pronoun placement) the pronoun is placed preverbally if the subject (especially subject
pronouns) “constitute the information focus of the respective utterances, since they carry
new information” (cf. example (9) taken from Janse 1998).
(9)
who-Nom sg
I-Nom sg (EMPHATIC)
‘—Who changed them?
—I changed them’

it-DO pl WP

change-3sg Past

it-DO pl WP

change-1sg Past

However, Janse does not show that being the information focus of an utterance is
the necessary and sufficient condition for preverbal placement, since he does not discuss
examples with subject pronouns (or nominal subjects for that matter) and postverbal
object pronoun placement to show that in these cases the subject is not the information
focus of the utterance. Furthermore, it can be shown that in the LMG texts this
distinction does not affect the placement of the pronoun; the two passages below come
from the same text and have the same interpretation with respect to the Focus/Topic
distinction, yet the pronoun is placed postverbally in one and preverbally in the other.
(10)

,
sometime

finish-3pl Past

come,-3pl Past

to

the Montorion-Acc sg

the duke-Nom sg they-DO sg WP receive-3sg Past
‘In time they finished [their journey], they came to Montorion. /
The duke received them …’ (Phlorios, 303-304).
,

(11)
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ride-3pl Pres

lord-Nom pl

go-3pl Pres

to

the palace-Acc sg

and the king-Nom sg receive-3sg Past they-DO sg WP
‘The lords ride, they go to the palace, /
and the king received them…’ (Phlorios, 938-939).
Nevertheless, this distinction between a focus and topic reading could prove
useful when examining preverbal objects. As Androulakis (1998)7 points out, in
Standard Modern Greek a preposed object with a focus reading is distinguished by an
object that is a topic by the fact that in the latter case a ‘doubling pronoun’ is used.
(12)
Nikolis-Acc sg/TOP he-DO sg WP admire-1sg Pres for his patience
‘Nikolis, I admire him for his patience’ (Androulakis 1998: 150).
(13)
Nikolis-Acc sg/FOC
admire-1sg Pres
for his patience
‘It is Nikolis that I admire for his patience’ (Androulakis 1998: 150).
However, it is not certain that this was the case for LMG. In fact, without the
necessary prosodic information (i.e. information about sentence stress), this distinction
between topic and focus is hard to confirm based on the surrounding context alone. Take
for example the following two clauses that appear one after the other in the poem
Threnos tes Konstantinoupoleos:
(14)

,
became

antichrist

the world-Acc sg

bedevils-3sg Pres

the race-Acc sg the Roman-Acc sg
enslave-3sg Past
it-DO sg WP
‘He became the antichrist, he bedevils the world, the Roman race, he enslaved it’
(Threnos, 601-2).
There do not seem to be any contextual factors that would make the two objects
, and
different with respect to the focus-topic
distinction. Similar examples can be found throughout the corpus. Thus, although there
is good reason to believe that the distinction between focus and topic is the reason for the
use (or not) of a doubling pronoun in SMG, the same claim cannot be made for LMG.
7

See also Warburton (1975), Kazazis & Pentheroudakis (1976), Horrocks (1983), Joseph (1983b),
Mackridge (1985), Stavrou (1985), and Philippaki-Warburton (1985).
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3.4 Non-finite forms of the verb
It is reasonable to investigate whether or not the status of the verb-form (finite or
non-finite) plays a role in the placement of pronouns in Later Medieval Greek as this has
been accepted as the determining factor in Standard Modern Greek. There the pronouns
appear preverbally (cf. (15) and (16), except when the verb is a gerund (17), or an
imperative8, (18) in which case they appear postverbally.
(15)
he-DO sg WP
‘I saw him.’
(16)

see-1sg past

,

the-Acc sg
Anthony-Acc sg
‘Anthony, I saw him.’

he-DO sg WP

see-1sg past

(17) a.
see-gerund
‘Seeing it, …’

it-DO sg WP

b.
not
‘Not seeing it…’

see-gerund

it-DO sg WP

(18)
give-2 sg Imper
‘Give me it!’

I-IO sg WP

it-DO sg WP

The fact that the imperative verb-form, and the clearly non-finite gerund both
show the same pattern of postverbal pronoun placement, coupled with the observation
that the imperative is morphologically marked only for number has been interpreted as an
8

Joseph (1978/1990, 1983a), and Nevis & Joseph (1992) mention that the past passive participle may have
a weak pronoun argument in some rare cases. The example they cite
accept-Past Pass. Prcle Nom sg it-DO sg WP
‘Accepting it’.
I did not encounter any such examples in my research of the Medieval texts.
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indication that in SMG the imperative is a non-finite form (Joseph 1978/1990, 1983a,
1985, Mackridge 1985, Joseph & Warburton 1987, Horrocks 1990, Nevis & Joseph
1992).
In Later Medieval Greek, on the other hand, there are three clearly non-finite
forms, the participle (present active, or perfect passive), the gerund and the infinitive. As
in SMG the LMG imperative is marked only for number, although in some texts there are
also 3rd person forms of the imperative which are most likely archaisms. In the next
sections I examine the position of weak object pronouns with these verb-forms.
3.4.1 Participles
3.4.1.1 The Present Active Participles
These forms show marking for gender, number, and case as in Ancient Greek.
There are 8 examples of pronoun placement with present active participle in the database,
most of them from Ptokhoprodromos. Some examples are given below.
(19)
deceitfully-Adverb I-IO sg WP
speak-Pres. Act. Prcle
‘speaking to me deceitfully’ (Ptokhoprodromos, I 155).
(20)
this-Acc pl
I-IO sg WP
tell-Pres. Act. Prcle
‘Telling me these things’ (Ptokhoprodromos, I 198).
(21)
and
sink-Pres. Act. Prcle
I-DO sg WP
‘And sinking me’ (Ptokhoprodromos, IV 243).
(22)
and safe-Acc sg
you-DO sg WP
‘and keeping you safe’ (Glykas, 341).

keep-Pres. Act. Prcle

(23)
the-Acc sg
burn thoroughly-Pres. Act Prcle
‘The one who burnt you thoroughly’ (Achilleid, 1410).
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It is generally accepted (Horrocks 1997: 78) that the use of the present active
participle in Ptokhoprodromos is an archaizing aspect of his mixed language, and as such
I will not be concerned with the relationship between these forms and pronoun
placement.

3.4.1.2 Perfect Passive Participles
These are forms in –
mostly used as adjectives or as complements of the
verb
[ ] ‘I have’ in the perfect periphrasis (or its past form
in the pluperfect
periphrasis—so Horrocks 1997: 304). There are only four instances of these
constructions with a pronoun, and in all of them the pronoun is placed preverbally before
the
form as in the example (24).
(24)
in-preposition

place-Acc sg

clever-Acc sg

it-DO sg WP
have-3 pl Past
place-Perf. Pass Prcle
‘They had placed them in a clever place’ (Rimada, 834).
Despite what seems here an obvious incorporation of the perfect passive participle
arguments by the
form, it was not necessary that the two forms be adjacent as can be
seen in example (25) where the adverb
can be interpolated between the
form and
the participle.
(25)
which-Rel prn I-IO sg+have-3sg Pres here-Adverb
‘which he has written to me here’ (Rimada, 716).

write-Perf. Pass Prcle

3.4.2 Gerunds
These forms, although clearly derived from the above mentioned present active
participles, show no gender, number, or case agreement. Instead they vary between a
form with final ( ) and one without it. The final ( ) is most likely due to analogical
spreading, either from the masculine nominative singular or from the adverbial ( ) (see
Horrocks 1997: 229). There are several constructions of a gerund with a weak pronoun
argument; they are all found in later texts (15th and early 16th century) and in all of them
the pronoun appears postverbally as in (26) and (27):
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(26)
I-Nom sg
look-Gerund
‘I, looking at you’ (Rhodos, 211)

you-DO sg WP

(27)
and
give-Gerund
he-IO sg WP
‘and giving him’ (Triboles, 275)
The unfortunate gap in the data is that there are no instances of a negated gerund
(
+ gerund) with a weak object pronoun. Such examples would provide crucial
information concerning the interaction between the finiteness of the verb-form and
pronoun placement (with putative examples such as *
indicating
that the non-finite verb-forms have postverbal pronouns only). Although no firm
conclusion can be reached in their absence, it is my intuition that postverbal pronouns
may have been the categorical placement in this context.
3.4.3. Infinitive
3.4.3.1 Articular infinitive
In this type of infinitival construction a definite article is added to the infinitive,
which is used either as the complement of a preposition (28) or a verb (29), as a clause
with a final sense (30) or as a nominalized adjunct (31) (Horrocks 1997: 98, 280).
(28)
towards-preposition the-Acc sg
benefit-Infin.
‘towards benefiting you’ (Spanos, 690).

you-IO sg WP

(29)
begin-3sg Past
the-Gen sg
laugh-Infin.
I-DO sg WP
‘He began to make fun of me’ (Ptokhoprodromos, I 190).
(30)

...

...

time ... I spent
... the-Gen sg
find-Infin.
‘I spent [much] time in order to find you’ (Spanos, 606).
(31)
90
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the-Acc sg
see-Infin.
it-DO pl WP
“Upon seeing them” (Digenes, 785).
In all of these uses the pronoun is always placed postverbally.

3.4.3.2 Infinitive as the complement of a verb
Despite facing competition from finite complementation constructions (Joseph
1978/1990, Browning 1983, Joseph 1983a, Horrocks 1997) an infinitival complement is
still a possibility in the texts of Later Medieval Greek. Most of these appear in the
periphrases of the future tense (
‘I want’ + infinitive) (ex.(32), conditional (
‘I
wanted’ + infinitive) (ex. (33) and the pluperfect9 (
‘I had’ + infinitive) (ex. (34), but
there are also some examples of a standard infinitival complement (ex. (35).
(32)
want-2sg Pres
I-DO sg WP
‘Will you tire me?’ (Digenes, 1390).

tire-Infin.

(33)
when
want-2sg Past
glorify-Pass Infin.
‘When you would be glorified’ (Digenes, 252).
(34)
if
it-Acc sg. + have-1sg Past
‘If I had known it’ (Katalogia, 321).

know-Infin

(35)
you-Nom sg dare-2sg Pres
insult-Infin.
‘You dare to insult me?’ (Poulologos, 99).

I-DO sg WP

Mackridge (1993: 338) only discusses the cases of
and
periphrases for
which he states that “the future and volitive construction + infinitive is quite
straightforward as long as one bears in mind that the pronoun attaches itself to
rather than to the infinitive.” What Mackridge overlooks in this assumption, however, is
9

According to Joseph (1983a:64, 2000), Horrocks (1997:304) the present perfect periphrasis with the
present tense of
‘I have’ was modelled on the pluperfect form at a much later time.
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that, since the pronouns must appear adjacent to the verb that selects them as arguments,
attachment to
implies incorporation of the semantic arguments of the infinitival
form as syntactic arguments of the
form (cf. Joseph 1978/1990). And although this
may be a possibility for the future constructions (as it was for the
+ passive participle
periphrases) there is no evidence that it also occured in volitive constructions. Perhaps,
though, Mackridge’s mention of “future and volitive construction” is merely a way to
avoid the controversy over the meaning of these
+ infinitive constructions.
Nonetheless, according to this assumption the contrast between (36) and (37) is
explained as follows: in (36) the pronoun attaches to
, and is ‘attracted’ to the
preverbal position by the relative pronoun
(according to his Rule 2). On the other
hand, in (37) the pronoun once again attaches to
, but this time it appears
postverbally, because the complex follows immediately after the negative adverb
(Mackridge’s Rule 1b).
(36)
which me-DO sg WP want-3sg, Pres
‘which will take me’ (Digenes, 1769).

take-Infin.

(37)
not
want-3sg Pres
it-DO pl WP
‘He will not suffer them’ (Rimada, 1016).

suffer-Infin.

The question of which of the two verbs is the host of the pronoun is important; for
if Mackridge is correct that the
form is always the host, then these constructions
will have nothing to contribute to our discussion of weak pronoun placement with nonfinite verb-forms.
One problematic aspect of Mackridge’s analysis concerns the accentuation of the
pronoun. If Mackridge is correct that the pronoun attaches to the
form then in
those cases in which it appears postverbally, the pronoun should be enclitic to the
form. And if this is true, then one would expect that when the pronoun appears after a
three syllable form of
(such as
) the rule of secondary stress should take
effect, adding an accent to the last syllable of the verb. This prediction, however, is not
borne out in the case of
periphrastic constructions, as in example (38), in which we
see that the pronoun does not affect secondary stress on
.
10

There is one other example from Kallimakhos, ln 651

take-Infin.

woman-Acc sg

want-3sg Past
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(38)
like

ant-Acc sg

and

mosquito-Acc sg

want-1sg Past
he-DO sg WP
crush-Infin.
“Like an ant and a mosquito I would have crushed him” (Achilleid, 1696).
If the pronoun were enclitic to
it would be written
. The fact
that in these circumstances the pronoun does not pattern as an enclitic would casts doubt
on Mackridge’s statement that the pronoun always attaches itself to the
form.
Another argument against Mackridge’s implicit assumption that
future periphrases
always involve ‘argument incorporation’ is that the infinitive can in some cases be
preposed, as in example (39); such ‘freedom of movement’ is considered as evidence
against ‘argument incorporation’ (cf. Abeille & Godard 1996).
(39)
find-Infin. she-DO sg WP want-1sg Pres
‘I will find her’ (Phlorios, 267).
If this were true, the pronoun in these cases should remain both the semantic and
syntactic argument of the infinitive, which in turn means that the pronoun would be
‘enclitic’ and according to the system of written accents an ‘enclitic’ pronoun is not
written with an accent. In this research, out of the 10 instances of a future periphrasis
with a preposed infinitive, 8 of them have a written accent on the pronoun. Thus
instances such as (39) may be an indication that the pronoun is attached to the
form,
and subsequently that ‘argument incorporation’ has taken place, despite the
counterevidence provided by the preposed infinitive. The two non-conforming examples
are:
(40)
I-Nom sg
give-Infin.
she-DO pl WP
‘I would have given them’ (Rimada, 1270).

want-1sg Past

This is a troubling example, however. First of all, it seems to have a volitional meaning—Pichard
translates it as “voulait m’epouser”—and this makes the separation between the Infinitive and its object
pronoun surprising. Moreover, the infinitive is in the first hemistich while the rest of the VP is in the
second hemistich (see chapter 6 for more details about the meter of the poetry). Thus, this construction is
extraordinary for a variety of reasons, and basing conclusions on it is not recommended.
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(41)
grant-Infin.
he-IO sg WP
she-DO sg WP
‘I will grant her to him’ (Lybistros, 2510).

want-1sg Pres

Example (41) is particularly telling because if one were to adhere to what the
written accents indicate, then the IO
and the DO
do not form a cluster, as the
IO attaches to the infinitive and the DO to
. This is indeed quite surprising and casts
serious doubt as to whether the written accents can be trusted as a guide at this
intersection of two highly volatile constructions: weak pronoun placement and the future
periphrasis construction.
On the other hand, the data do confirm the view that from the perspective of
pronoun placement it seems as if the pronoun is attached to the
form, as Mackridge
has asserted. Appendix A presents the results of coding the tokens of
periphrasis
with a weak object pronoun, according to the character of the immediately preceding
element, namely whether it is associated with preverbal or postverbal placement, or it is
somewhat neutral towards placement. Thus, ‘postverbal environment’, includes factors
such as ‘initial’, ‘co-ordinating conjunction’, ‘doubling pronoun’, ‘ ’ and so forth; in
‘preverbal placement’ factors ‘function word’ and ‘fronted constituent’ are included,
whereas ‘neutral’ (for lack of a better term) includes ‘subject’ and ‘temporal
expression’11. As the table shows, in
periphrases with a ‘postverbal environment’
the pronoun is placed between
and the infinitive 42 out of 44 times; in ‘preverbal
environments’ the pronoun appears to the left of
35 out of 39 times, while in
‘neutral environments’ there are 8 posttokens and four pretokens.
The only clear evidence is that ‘argument incorporation’ happens at least
sometimes, i.e. when the pronoun appears to the left of
. In the absence of any
conclusive evidence concerning the host of pronouns that appear between the
form
and the infinitive, it seems more straightforward to adopt the idea that all the periphrastic
tense constructions involve some type of ‘argument incorporation’ mechanism, but note
that this seriously challenges the notion that such mechanisms lead to a strong linear
adjacency requirement.
With respect to true complement infinitives, it can be said that these constructions
are rare, and appear mostly in texts before the 14th century (Digenes, Ptokhoprodromos,
Spaneas, Glykas, Poulologos, Moreas). The specific verbs found with an infinitive
complementizer in the corpus are
/
/ ‘I begin’,
/
/ ‘I am
able to’,
/
/ ‘I hope’,
/
/ ‘I dare’, and
/
/, also “I
dare”. There are 10 examples, and in 7 of them the pronoun appears after the infinitive as
in example (35) above and (42):
(42)
11

For a full description of what these categories include, see Pappas (forthcoming).
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begin-3sg Past
wish-Infin.
he-IO sg WP
‘she began to wish him …’ (Digenes, 810).
However, since these constructions seem to be archaisms (note the use of the ‘’ infinitive in (42)), it may also be that the pattern of pronoun placement associated
with them is also archaic.
The evidence available from the LMG texts does not lead to any clear conclusions
about the placement of pronouns that are arguments of non-finite verb-forms. It seems
though, that texts from before the 14th century have both a wider range of non-finite
forms and variation between preverbal and postverbal pronoun placement in association
to them. In texts dating after the 14th century, if the thorny issue of periphrastic tenses is
put aside, the available non-finite verb-forms are gerunds and articular infinitives which
are basically semantically equivalent; and the placement of the pronouns in this context is
robustly postverbal. When these facts are compared with the situation in SMG (cf.
examples (15)-(18)) it is clear that at least the beginning of the partition of weak pronoun
placement according to the finiteness of the verb-form is found in 14th century texts.
Now that the evidence for the uncontroversially non-finite forms has been established, an
examination of pronoun placement with the imperative is in order.

3.4.4 Imperative
When the verb is in the imperative form the placement of the weak object
pronoun seems to vary in much the same way that it does for the finite verb-forms, the
indicative and the subjunctive. Mackridge (1993: 330) is convinced of this as he
emphatically states that:
It must be stressed that Rule 3 is valid as much for the imperative as for
finite forms of the verb:
(43)
other-Acc pl
I-DO sg WP
‘Tell me something else’ (Digenes, 670)

say-2sg Imper

(44)
3 saddle straps I-IO sg WP it-DO sg WP strap on-Imp sg
‘Strap it [the horse] for me, three saddle straps’ (Digenes, 800)
12

Mackridge only gives the Greek text but I included the broad transcription and translation, for readers
not familiar with the language.
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The placement of the pronoun before an imperative is absolutely standard
in such circumstances in texts from the twelfth to the fifteenth centuries,
irrespective of geographical provenance; it is found not only in the
Escorial Digenes Akrites but in Ptochoprodromos, the Chronicle of the
Morea, and practically every other text in which the imperative is used.
The textual evidence, however, does not support the characterization “absolutely
standard”. Before delving into the details, though, one must consider how an accurate
comparison between the finite forms and the imperative forms can be conducted. First,
the environments in which either a finite form or an imperative form could appear need to
be separated from the rest. As such, all environments listed in Mackridge’s Rule
(2)—essentially relative pronouns, mood markers and wh-phrases—must be excluded,
since the imperative cannot appear in those contexts. Next, from Rule (1) one must
exclude the negative adverb because the imperative does not have a directly negated
form (instead
plus the subjunctive is used), as well as the conjunction
. Thus, the
environments13 in which pronoun placement can be compared based on the verb-form are
represented by the following factors: ‘initial’, ‘co-ordinating conjunction’, ‘reduplicated
object’, ‘fronted constituent’, ‘subject’, and ‘temporal expression’.
As was done in the previous section these environments can be grouped into three
categories according to the effect that they have on pronoun placement when the verbform is indicative or subjunctive. Thus, there is ‘preverbal environment’, containing
factor ‘fronted constituent’, ‘postverbal environment’, containing factors ‘initial’, ‘coordinating conjunction’, and ‘reduplicated object’, and ‘neutral environment’ which
contains factors ‘subject’ and ‘temporal expression’.
Cataloguing the data according to these groups reveals that there is a difference
between the placement of the pronoun with finite verb-forms on the one hand, and
imperative verb-forms, on the other. Except for factor ‘initial’, however, the number of
tokens is too small for an investigation of the effect of the other factors, and comes from
a limited amount of texts (only 10 for ‘fronted constituent’, for example) so the results,
presented in detail in the appendix, are suggestive, not conclusive. Nonetheless, the
patterns observed are remarkably different.
For instance, when there is a fronted constituent with a finite verb the pronoun
appears preverbally 898 out of 988 times. In the case of the imperative, however, this
only happens 15 out of 32 times. Even as a suggestive result, these numbers do not in
any way confirm Mackridge’s intuition that whether the verb is in the imperative or
indicative/subjunctive form does not affect the placement of the pronoun. Similarly, for
the factor ‘subject’ we find no preverbal pronouns if the verb-form is imperative, yet for
the finite verb-forms, an immediately preceding subject is associated with preverbal
placement 334 out of 464 times. Finally, for ‘temporal expression’ we have 8 preverbal
13

Since the imperative in LMG appears only in the 2nd sg. and pl. forms with rare, highly stylized, and
presumably conciously archaizing uses of the 3rd sg. or pl. it would seem appropriate to exclude all non-2nd
person forms from the finite verb-form database. It is, however, a reasonable assumption that the person of
the verb-form does not affect the placement of the weak object pronoun, and so it is not necessary to do so.
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instances out of 24 when the verb-form is imperative but 86 preverbal instances out of
149 for a finite verb-form.
It seems that although preverbal pronoun placement is possible with imperative
verb-forms, it is extremely restricted, especially when compared to the situation with the
indicative and subjunctive on the one hand, and the pattern associated with the gerunds
on the other. Contrary to Mackridge’s observation, then, the imperative—with respect to
weak object pronoun placement—behaves more like the gerund than the finite verbforms.

4 Conclusion
The in-depth examination of variation in LMG pronoun placement presented here
has provided concrete evidence for several unexpected results. These were:
a) the association of the adjective
in ‘doubling pronoun’ construction with
preverbal pronoun placement, an effect that has not been noticed before,
b) the fact that neither emphasis of the preverbal element nor the distinction
between topic and focus affects pronoun placement,
c) the inability to disambiguate the pattern of pronoun position in the periphrastic
tenses, no matter how detailed or in depth the analysis, and
d) the ambiguous status of the imperative verb-form which, with respect to
pronoun placement at least, patterns almost like the gerund but not entirely so.
Of course, as observations, the above statements do not provide explanations for the
pattern of pronoun placement in LMG; rather they pose more and increasingly difficult
questions that must be answered in order for the phenomenon to be understood. That
task, which includes an examination of the extralinguistic parameters affecting variation,
as well as the diachronic development of weak object pronoun position from Early
Medieval to Early Modern Greek, is undertaken in Pappas (forthcoming) to which the
reader is referred.
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APPENDIX
A. Raw Counts
Red. Object
Text↓
Digenes
Ptochoprod.
Glykas
Spaneas
Kallimakhos
Lybistros
Achilleid
Belisarios
Threnos Kon.
Poulologos
Paidiophr.
Physiologos
Spanos
Aitolos
Moreas
Tokkoi
Rimada
Gioustos
Depharanas
Triboles
Phalieros
Homilia
Apokopos
Apollonios
Phlorios
Rhodos
Katalogia

with
PRE V
1
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
5
0
5
8
4
2
2
1
1
0
0
2
2
0

POST V
5
1
0
1
3
10
6
1
6
7
6
1
0
0
1
4
4
4
0
0
1
0
1
4
5
3
5

without
PRE V
POST V
0
4
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
3
1
7
0
6
0
1
0
6
1
6
0
6
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
2
2
3
4
0
3
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
2
1
4
2
1
0
5

Total
39
79
15
65
Table 1: Raw counts concerning the interaction between the presence of
pronoun placement in the ‘doubling pronoun’ construction.
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Envrn.→
Text↓
Digenes
Ptochoprod
Glykas
Spaneas
Kallimakhs
Lybistros
Achilleid
Belisarios
Threnos
Poulologos
Paidiophr.
Physiologos
Spanos
Aitolos
Moreas
Tokkoi
Rimada
Gioustos
Depharanas
Triboles
Phalieros
Homilia
Apokopos
Apollonios
Phlorios
Rhodos
Katalogia

Preverb Environ.
PRE V
POST V
5
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
4
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
0
3
0
4
0
3
0
1
0
1
0
7
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
2
0

Postverb Environ.
PRE V
POST V
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
4
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
4
1
2
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
4
0
1
0
2

Neutral Environ.
PRE V
POST V
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
44
3
4
37
4
7
Table 2: Raw counts concerning the interaction between
periphrastic constructions
and pronoun placement.
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Envrn.→
Text↓
Digenes
Ptochoprod
Glykas
Spaneas
Kallimakhs
Lybistros
Achilleid
Belisarios
Threnos
Poulologos
Paidiophr.
Physiologos
Spanos
Aitolos
Moreas
Tokkoi
Rimada
Gioustos
Depharanas
Triboles
Phalieros
Homilia
Apokopos
Apollonios
Phlorios
Rhodos
Katalogia

Preverb Environ.
PRE V
POST V
2
0
2
4
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
5
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
3
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0

Postverb Environ.
PRE V
POST V
1
21
0
46
0
40
1
10
0
17
0
40
0
16
0
4
0
7
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
24
0
4
0
4
0
1
0
11
0
14
0
4
0
3
0
26
0
4
0
7
0
6
0
26
0
9
0
18

Neutral Environ.
PRE V
POST V
1
1
3
4
2
4
0
2
0
1
0
3
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1

Total
15
17
2
263
8
25
Table 3: Raw counts concerning the interaction between imperative verb-form and
pronoun placement.
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B. Results of OneWay ANOVA

postverbal

1

0
coordnating

initial

oti

red. object

factor

All Pairs
Tukey-Kramer
0.05

Figure 2: Comparing factors in Mackridge’s Rule (1); tokens with
factor ‘reduplicated object’.

excluded from

postverbal

1

0
coordnating initial

oti

ou

factor

Figure 3: Graph of Anova with

Abs(Dif)-LSD
initial
coordnating
oti
red. object

initial
-0.36507
-0.35725
-0.3151
-0.14235

red. obj.

All Pairs
Tukey-Kramer
0.05

tokens included in factor ‘reduplicated object’.

coordnating
-0.35725
-0.36507
-0.32291
-0.15017

-0.3151
-0.32291
-0.46537
-0.29721

red. object
-0.14235
-0.15017
-0.29721
-0.38814

Positive values show pairs of means that are significantly different.
Table 4: Comparisons for all pairs using Tukey-Kramer HSD (when
q*=2.61939
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preverbal

1

0
fnc. word frnt. const

subject

temp. adv.

factor

All Pairs
Tukey-Kramer
0.05

Figure 4: Comparing factors associated with preverbal placement (Mackridge's Rules 2,
3, 4, & 5).

1.5

preverbal

1.0

0.5

0.0

nominal

pronoun
factor

All Pairs
Tukey-Kramer
0.05

Figure 5: Comparing pronominal vs nominal subjects.

Abs(Dif)-LSD
pronoun
nominal
pronoun
-0.31015
-0.20641
nominal
-0.20641
-0.27202
Positive values show pairs of means that are significantly different.
Table 5: Comparisons for all pairs in pronoun vs. nominal subjects using Tukey-Kramer
HSD, q*=2.01540.
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